Dept of Homeland Security Transporting Refrigerated Pathogens in the middle of the night

April 13, 2009 by POPEYE
Filed under False Flag Terrorism

3 Comments

“Mary”, caller to the Power Hour on March 30, 2009, gives many details that the Dept of Homeland Security is transporting and distributing some sort of refrigerated pathogen in mass quantities.
Further information: http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2433
Call Genesis Communications, The Power Hour, 877-817-9828, with any further information or tips you may have

From the Health Freedom Action eAlert of April 8, 2009
Please help us confirm or deny this information.

Information has been provided to us by a Natural Solutions Foundation supporter who lives in the region in which she has gathered the information that you can read below. It is highly disturbing, not only because of the contents of the information but because without further data, it is impossible to determine what it means.

Considered in light of the very disturbing incident in January 2009 where annual flu "vaccines" being delivered to 18 countries were "accidentally" contaminated with live Avian Flu Virus, we are very concerned.
See: http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2191

Has a civilian work force of truckers (and others?) been recruited to disperse highly hazardous materials with the intent of destroying social order and creating an intentional bio-false flag event?

Has civilian well-being been endangered through bizarre transportation activities which expose large populations to extreme dangers without following the established channels for moving highly hazardous materials?

If the US Government is involved, are these activities rogue, or authorized activities? If the US Government is not involved, who is responsible for them?

Is this really happening at all?

The person who collected this data believes she may be in danger but has sent this material to hundreds, she says, of media sources. None has, to date, published this material. Without corroboration, or information which falsifies it, no one would know what to do with it. Ignoring it is easy. But what if the few dots in this picture, while not fully filled in, do, in fact, make a portrait of something critically important? Can we ignore it?

So we are asking you, nearly a quarter of a million strong, to be our intelligence system: if you have information which would make or break this story, send it to dr.laibow@gmail.com with "TRUCKERS" as the subject.

We'll treat your information as confidential, and put the pieces together, then share the info without revealing your names.

Ralph Fucetola JD, Natural Solutions Foundation Trustee
Here is the information we were provided:

The testimony enclosed will RISK lives. Please handle with care and only give to mid level trusted personnel. Handle with care as my intent is to not RISK life as a result of this testimony. I FEAR THIS IS BIRD FLU - 80% LETHAL. DO NOT HESITATE READING THIS LETTER AND ACT NOW! If this were ever to be the case, once released, it would be too late for all of us. HELP!

WARNING: Do not give this to your superior officer until you digest this and KNOW who you can trust. The superior officers in many agencies, government and private law enforcement are corrupted and infiltrated, were politically appointed and their subordinates are unaware, by the same people attempting to destroy our country. I sent this to a mid management level on purpose in hopes that it is acted upon before those involved can stop this information from being investigated. I even fear from information gathered at a secret meeting in Lake Placid NY, that took place at the Lussi Gold Crown Plaza on Oct 17-19, 2008, that the Joint Chiefs of staff attended, therefore may be involved. The secret meeting that leaked was attended by Dick Cheney, all three Joint Chiefs of Staff (Mullen) Hillary Clinton, George Bush, Condoleezza Rice, Kissinger; Italian, African, British representatives (Air Force II) (See Adirondack Life, page 10)-winter issue after the leak and many others. Biological discussions took place. I cannot divulge the informant for his safety. I even fear even Gen. Petraeus could be on the wrong side and the surge in Afghanistan to leave us HERE less protected. My trust factors are completely shattered as are many Americans at this moment.

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is up to no good. I have spoken to informants that are afraid to come forward so I am risking my life to bring it to you. There are many good people in this agency that think they are performing normal job duties and working toward homeland security. They are not aware of the sinister goings on and what is actually taken place. I will tell you what IS happening and then I will prove it in the contents of this letter. This is NOT conspiracy theory and if you dismiss it for such you will be very sorry as you will be a victim to what is about to happen as will those you love. You MUST take this serious and investigate this immediately. I repeat immediately. If you get nowhere convincing those you approach whom you trust, don't stop. Our lives depend on it. We must stop these monsters once and for all and I feel their attack is days, weeks, and months away. They are moving quickly and fear time is of the essence.

The letter below was written prior to URGENT NEW DEVELOPMENT that is, I fear, LIFE THREATENING for you, your family and America. I spoke to a trucker who is trucking what I fear to be biological/weapons and other terrorist material.

New Developments written after letter below:

A trucker who owns a private truck, by word of mouth was asked to transport material for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). He and many others are doing this daily (sometimes 3 trips a day). They are being paid $5000 per load in cash by Rockefeller’s “Bank of America.” They are given slips (approx 5x7) that read “EASTERN CONNECTION” in the upper right hand corner with an orange and red insignia. These multiple carbon copied forms are stapled to packaging forms (8x11). The truckers take this forms, one each, for each load. The hours they are in transit are written in pen. They are given a number (each trucker their own private number) and they present this paperwork to Bank of America in person. They are not paid at the counter, but paid after being brought in a private room in the bank. They must recite their individual number and are paid by check. On the statement it read:

"Independent Contractor Settlement Trust"
"Bank of America"
"Independent 12345"

(a different number for each load, I did not list the number I saw, for protection of the trucker, nor his number). There are menial deductions on the stub to fool (he was told) the tellers at the bank and those deductions were promised to them after the fact and will be paid to them. They are sent the amount of the phony deductions at a later date. The trucker was told they will not pay taxes on this money. Ever. The TO: on the slip says 30 Old Karner Road, Albany N Y,
and the FROM: Verizon, 11 Wards Lane, Menands, N.Y. Although he stated that at no time has he been to EITHER of these locations. Is given a white bag to put ALL contents used during their trip. Any coffee cups, sandwich wrappers etc. They are instructed at NO time are they allowed to chew gum. A DHS personell hands the a white bag and all garbage is collected by DHS after the trip. He heard on one occasion that DHS was going to bankrupt the postal service and it was eventually ALL going to be privatized.

He is required to exit his truck while DHS loads it in secret. He waits at various places for his truck to be loaded and given NO timeframe. He waits and is fed well and kept comfortable by staff. He then has his truck returned to him with an electromagnet lock and is escorted, sometimes with green cars, white vans, and on one transport in New York, by Menands Police Dept. Then, after they leave and escort them so far then turn around. He is then given a map and are instructed to drive different routes at times. Those that truck with him are separated but end in the same destination. At the destinations such as Washington, plain clothed men with expensive guns are waiting for him. His truck is unloaded while they are held up a 5 star Hilton Hotel and with food and drink. They were told they must leave the area they live in presently when this is all over as it is not safe. That for the sake of their families can go to a place called "Sand Point" near the water in Washington where only those that are good to the government, they, in turn will be good to them. The names he could recall were "Arbey King McGregor, (white)" "Lee Morgan, (white)" "Fattah, (Arab) and a very dark (African) man who was a 3 star GENERAL whose name escaped him. His phone rings constantly as these individuals do no let him out of their grasp. The number is always different and he was instructed to NOT write down the phone numbers. On the trips, they are instructed to not stop at red lights, to urinate or defecate. That if they have to use the bathroom, they must do so IN THE TRUCK or in a urinal - NO MATTER WHAT! They drive non stop to their destination. They have been sent places where they "thought" they were going. Then, a lead car stops them and diverts their direction sporadically. They have turned down many dead end streets that say "Dead End," but are let in gates that they drive miles into open fields (gravel driveways) that end where their trucks are lowered into the ground and driven out of sight. They are loaded and fed with the other truckers. When the truck raised out of the ground from a barren field, there were personnel with tyvek suits, masks, booties, and he was given a vaccination (injection of some sort) for his safety during the transport (safety?) He was told this was in order to protect his family. He showed me the injection site. He transports weapons, military equipment etc from Edison Street in Amsterdam New York near Roba Car Wash. Another employee stated that that building held "anything and everything" you would need military. ("Blackwater")

He was given a stack of 10's of vouchers for future deliveries. I counted $100,000 worth of deliveries for just weeks of work. He is "on call" constantly. He is called 3 and 4 times a day to just "see how he is doing." He is called for meetings that are held unannounced at 2 and 3 o'clock in the morning, told to come right away (they knowing how far he is from the DHS facility, then asked how he is doing, then sent home. He stated. "too many meetings."

The trucker was suspicious and nervous because those in charge stated things about his personal life that no one could know, as he did not tell them. He is concerned for what he has gotten into and the safety of his family. He did it ONLY for the money and is not allowed to see the contents of what Department of Homeland Security loads in his truck. He is required to wear a uniform. The uniform is a light blue shirt (short sleeves with button up similar to a golf shirt) with "Eastern Connection" and the same red and orange insignia that was on the paperwork. He must wear white sneakers and black pants. If he is not in that uniform he is not let into the areas of DHS. He has done many runs and is shipping biological material to many cities, military base planes, remote fields, underground bases etc. I know of one trucker who transported (he was able to peak and see his contents) a large cylinder (missile?) to Phoenix Arizona- stated "the largest underground base in North America. He was paid $18,000 per load. It was told to me that other trucks in line for such pick ups are J B Hunt and TONS of Raymour and Flannigan Furniture and Wal-Mart tractor trailers. That they are a front for CIA in Syracuse and Syracuse Research Corp. That the Wal-Mart warehouses may not only have clothes and food but weapons of terror, as they are highly secured and guarded. A relative aware of this theory who lives in New York stated they counted "Food" (need to figure out what companies they are using in your individual states) double tractor trailer loads with a white van tailing them in a period of an hours drive on the New York State Thruway heading west. They are moving something and are up to no good. It is now confirmed that they are loading trucks at the DHS facilities in secret from the Clinton St/Broadway Albany NY building near Charles Schwab and Bank of America late at night in secret, paid in cash and non taxed. The underground base was off Main Street in Glens Falls near a Stewart's, take left near a carwash at the end of a dead end street. (Possible old missile silo or underground base). A Federal agent stated Pottsburgh was a Air Force SAC base at one time and there were silos protecting them that may be being used. That there is another one 4 miles north of Elizabethtown NY. That the gate/hence was removed and they drove 6 miles on a gravel road to an underground facility.

That they were DONE with that location and were now moving more North. He has waited at a Stewarts quick shop on Rt. 20 in Guiderland or New York. He also loaded a C-130 at 109 Stratton Air Base and did see medical equipment (white solution in bags - 90 boxes being loaded) They have made trips to Baltimore, Washington and now New Jersey. They are going to load near Elizabethtown at another silo they are using soon. The company listed both on the checks and vouchers does not exist in research. Who IS this African former third star general?

Why does DHS need to do movement material to PROTECT us in secret for cash? Who is Fattah? This General? Why are white men in fancy SUITS there when he is assembled? He stated: Money is NO object. They even offered him $25,000 to purchase another truck.

What I think: I think the Department of Homeland Security is a shadow government of George W. Bush, Cheney, Rumsfield (Blackwater) and company. That money (Bailout?) Lack of transparency if financing our demise) is illegally funded to "in the name of" Homeland for the Security for the destruction of our country. That something HORRIFIC is about to happen to our country! The Stimulus Package funded the camps, N2H, CDC, Government cars and the Railroad. All needed if we are to unleash a PLANNED H5N1 Attack! That those at the top levels of government are paid off or possible death threat and their intent is to hurt us with many trusting citizen Americans underneath them that have no idea what they are up to. I believe the proof (below) that H5NI Virus (Avian Flu) and possibly pre-planted nuclear devices in major cities (proof below) or similar will be inflicted on our country by our own corrupted government. That our government has...
sold us out and we are going to be victims of a false flag attack for which this trucker is unknowingly servicing.

The build up of the Avian Flu scare and preparation (See healthfreedomusa.org and type in "Avian Flu" or "H5N1") they state is inevitable and believed by those who do not know better is a farce. Millions world wide are aware of this and proof ignored. That the FEMA detention centers are REAL. The crematories behind Tobyhanna Military Depot, and places across the country are stuffed and ready to go. The coffins stacked at these facilities are for Biological deaths (keep biological contents safe for 100 years by company who supplied them) (artificially inflicted false flag) to weaken our resistance to a Fascist/Communist take over. Once Military law is enacted and the population reduced by 80% as a result of a nuclear biological attack (from inside), this takeover will be easier. For those of you who live near railroad tracks, have you noticed the train traffic, night after night for months now. So loud, it’s hard to sleep. When investigating the insignias on the trains the realization that they are ALL from China. Clintons gave Communist China the Long Beach Naval Shipyard in 1997, Bush handed it to Communist China in 2000 and COSCO-China’s weapons dealers (also see their trucks) in 2000. The closing of our bases and reduction of our forces was intentional to weaken us and the bases converted into FEMA camps for our demise. This has been planned for years and we are witnessing history in its unfolding. We MUST STOP THEM.

The FEMA trains are real. Presently there are 30 miles of them parked nearby-empty. (See Beech grove video on http://thepawherhour.com) There are MILES of them parked in various places in the country waiting to be filled with troops, bodies? Henry Kissinger ringing the NY Stock Exchange bell with three high level officials from China is NO ACCIDENT. That China owning our only deep water ports and Panama Canal (also done by Clinton) no accident. I feel we are in GRAVE danger and this trucker is unknowingly trucking what the Clinton/Bush and now Obama (real name Barry Satoro of Kenya) Administration intend to use on the American People. See NAFTA (Rockefeller CEO) and FTZ (Foreign Trade Zones). That is where the Queen/Bush/Canadian Railroad, CSX and Global bankers are locating the supplies they are bringing in ON TRAINS ALL NIGHT LONG. We have researched MOL, APL, COSCO and others with CSX for miles all night long across America. Because of the 100 mile NO CONSTITUTION ZONE declared the entire perimeter of the continent of America, these train shipments are not scrutinized, examined, go through customs. It was the PERFECT plan for a takeover and they are about to complete it. Go to ANY county and type in the county and “Foreign Trade Zones” (FTZ) and you will find things located in these areas that I think are there to hurt us. This is my assumption after months and years and interviews with those involved. This is SERIOUS. WE ARE GOING TO DIE IF SOMEONE DOES NOT INVESTIGATE THE FEMA CAMPS, THE TRAINS, THE CASH being funneled through Bank of America (the real reason for the Spitzer, Blogovich) demise (their resistance to Rockefeller bank) WHAT THESE PRIVATE CONTRACTORS ARE TRUCKING AND WHERE. WHAT IS IN THE MULTITUDES of UNDERGROUND BASES? The contents of the vaccines they are transporting (death or protection for us?). An attack (see Biden’s warning) and soon? The bankers have sold us out! THEY CARE NOT for America’s existence. Is this why China owns our bad foreclosure paper? HELP US!

http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2433

The Pentagon’s alarming project: Avian Flu Biowar Vaccine

There is alarming evidence accumulated by serious scientific sources that the US Government is about to or already has ‘weaponized’ Avian Flu. If the reports are accurate, this could unleash a new pandemic on the planet that could be more devastating than the 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic which killed an estimated 30 million people worldwide before it eventually died out. Pentagon and NIH experiments with remains in frozen state of the 1918 virus are the height of scientific folly. Is the United States about to unleash a new racially selective pandemic through the process of mandatory vaccination with an alleged vaccine "against" Avian Flu?

There is reason to believe that sections of the international pharmaceutical industry cartel are acting in concert with the US Government to develop a genetically modified H5N1 virus substance that could unleash a man-made pandemic, perhaps more deadly than the 1918 ‘Spanish Influenza’ pandemic claiming up to 30 million lives.

Rima É. Laibow, MD, head of the Natural Solutions Foundation, a citizen watchdog group monitoring the pharmaceutical industry states, “Our best intelligence estimate is that pandemic Avian Flu has already been created through genetic engineering in the United States; fusing the deadly genome of the 1918 Pandemic, misnamed the ‘Spanish Flu’ with the DNA of the innocuous H5N1 virus in a growth medium of human kidney cells, according to the National Institutes of Health and the vaccine’s manufacturer. Some virologists believe that this would insure that the man-made mutant virus recognizes human cells and knows how to invade them.”

If true, as Laibow points out, “A basic virological fact that the public has not been told is that it is impossible to make a vaccine against a virus that does not yet exist. Public relations efforts to the contrary. IF a vaccine is being made against the Avian Flu virus in its pandemic form, that means that the pandemic virus must already exist, period, end of discussion.”

The genome of the 1918 pandemic, the so-called “Spanish Flu”, was recently intentionally resurrected by the United States government from a frozen corpse that died of the flu in 1918 in Alaska. Because of that resurrection, both the Avian Flu, and its "vaccine" are now a significant threat to public health.

The Spanish Flu, which was not Spanish at all, was created in the US through an early bioweapons program and injected into healthy young men (i.e., soldiers) as the first mandatory vaccination in the military during World War I. The “Spanish Flu”, which originated in Kansas on US Military bases, was one of the deadliest pandemics in modern history. It was also one of the most successful biological weapons ever created, until now. Aspartame and Tyson Foods doubts

To date, there have only been around 385 human cases of Avian Flu identified worldwide (assuming those identifications are trustworthy, of course), with 243 deaths. To put the absurdity of this effort into perspective, Laibow points out, ‘“Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD),” which researchers believe is heavily associated with aspartame consumption, is a leading cause of death which, according to the CDC, for example, killed 460,000 Americans in 1999 and the numbers keep rising (http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/previews/mmwrhtml/mm5106a3.htm).

http://www.federaljack.com/?tag=fema
But, aspartame is not under criticism. Interesting as a footnote on Aspartame, G.D. Searle, the Chicago drugs company that held the patent on Aspartame was in danger of losing its license from the US Government Food & Drug Administration in the 1980’s until Donald Rumsfeld, out of Government, was named President of Searle. Rumsfeld used his contacts in Washington to get the FDA to approve Aspartame despite known tests showing serious health effects on rats.

As I document in detail in my book, Seeds of Destruction: The Hidden Agenda of Genetic Manipulation, the same Don Rumsfeld went on to become chairman and principal stockholder of a California pharmaceutical company, Gilead Sciences Inc., which developed and patented Tamiflu in 1996, first as a drug for AIDS, later as a vaccine for H5N1 Avian Flu. In 1997 Donald H. Rumsfeld was named Chairman of the Board of Gilead Sciences, where he remained until early 2001 when he became Defense Secretary. As Secretary he refused to sell his stock at the time he came under conflict of interest allegations when he ordered $1 billion worth of Tamiflu be bought to injected into the US military personnel as a “precaution.” It was later proven that Tamiflu was in no antidote for H5NI and its side effects were sometimes very severe.

Lairow adds, “Given the shockingly obvious lack of any threat from an un-weaponized H5NI virus, how can we explain the Bush Administration spending billions of dollars preparing each of the 50 States, for what it calls the ‘inevitable Bird Flu pandemic,’ which they say could kill half or more of all Americans and similar numbers of people around the globe?”

Ominously, on June 3, Associated Press reported, “Tyson Foods Inc. has begun killing and burying the carcasses of 15,000 hens from a flock that tested positive for exposure to a strain of the bird flu in northwest Arkansas, state officials said Tuesday.”

Tyson Foods is the largest industrialized producer of chickens in the world and has been repeatedly under attack for its unsanitary conditions of breeding and slaughtering. In January 2005, a US Government Accountability Office (GAO) report to the US Senate, “Safety in the Meat and Poultry Industry,” concluded that US meat and poultry processing plants had “one of the highest rates of injury and illness of any industry.” They cited exposure to “dangerous chemicals, blood, faecal matter, exacerbated by poor ventilation and often extreme temperatures. Workers typically faced hazardous conditions, loud noise, must work in narrow confines with sharp tools and dangerous machinery.”

The industrialization of chicken-raising and slaughtering in the USA has progressed to the point that by 2003 when the first cases of H5NI Avian Flu virus were reported from Asia, five giant multinational agribusiness companies dominated the production and processing of chicken meat in the United States. The five companies were Tyson Foods, the largest in the world; Gold Kist Inc; Pilgrim’s Pride; ConAgra Poultry; and Perdue Farms. Most outbreaks of Avian Flu in Asia have been traced back to such mass chicken industrial factory centers.

In May this year, The Canadian Press reported from Toronto, “An experiment mating H5NI avian flu viruses and a strain of human flu in a laboratory produced a surprising number of hybrid viruses that were biologically fit, a new study reveals. And while none of the offspring viruses was as virulent as the original H5NI, about one in five were lethal to mice at low doses, showing they retained at least a portion of the power of their dangerous parent.”

The Toronto article went on, “The work suggests that under the right circumstances - and no one is clear what all of these are - the two types of flu viruses could swap genes in a way that might allow the H5NI virus to acquire the capacity to trigger a pandemic. That process is called reassortment. ‘This study is just showing exactly that: There is a risk this virus can successfully reassort with a human virus,’ said Richard Webby, director of the World Health Organization’s collaborating centre for influenza research at St. Jude Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee.”

Pentagon Bioweapon research

Prof. Mathew Meselson, a professor of molecular biology at Harvard, and well-respected scientist in the area of chemical and biological warfare, confirms that the United States government has extensively researched and developed biological weapons in the past. Meselson described an American facility, north of Terre Haute, Indiana, built in 1944 that would have produced 500,000 four pound anthrax bombs monthly once in full operation.

Meselson was part of a team that proved the accidental release of anthrax at a Soviet facility in 1979, disproved charges of biological warfare in Laos and Cambodia in the late 1970s, and was a driving force behind popularizing the Chemical Weapons Convention in 1994.

Since coming in office, the Bush-Cheney Administration has done much to weaken that Chemical Weapons Convention as well as ones on biological weapons. One of George W. Bush’s first acts as President in early 2001 was to oppose a proposed international Biological and Toxic Weapons Protocol, without explanation, leading to the death of the talks.

In a 2004 study, the British Medical Association warned that the world was perhaps only a few years away from “terrifying biological weapons capable of killing only people of specific ethnic groups,” citing advances in genetic weapons technology.

The US Department of Homeland Security has ominously enough announced it is ordering production and stockpiling of a pandemic influenza vaccine: “The U.S. Government is taking steps to minimize the need to make vaccine allocation decisions by supporting efforts to increase domestic influenza vaccine production capacity. Significant funding is being provided to develop new vaccine technologies that allow production of enough pandemic influenza vaccine for any person in the United States who wants to be vaccinated within six months of a pandemic declaration.”

The curious role of Sanofi Pasteur

The US Government has been financing the development of a vaccine against H5N1 on a “fast track” basis since 2004. Sanofi Pasteur in Swiftwater, Pennsylvania, a subsidiary of the giant French pharmaceutical firm, the third largest in the world, manufactured an inactivated vaccine made from an H5N1 virus isolated in Southeast Asia in 2004. Sanofi Pasteur, part of the French-based Sanofi Aventis Group, was awarded a contract by the US Government’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), NIAID to manufacture the
H5N1 vaccine in May 2004.11

In April 2007 the FDA approved the Sanofi Pasteur vaccine for H5N1 even though one year before the FDA cited Sanofi Pasteur for producing contaminated Fluzone vaccines.12 The FDA approved H5N1 vaccine is itself apparently not really effective in event of a human-to-human outbreak of Avian Flu. On announcing its approval, the FDA stated, “Two injections given 28 days apart may provide limited protection if a pandemic occurs. About 45% of people who got the vaccine in a study developed an immune response to the virus.”13

Until now H5N1 has not mutated into a form that can easily spread from person to person. Is that what the researchers at Sanofi Pasteur and various labs under contract to the US Government are engaged in? If so it would be classified Top Secret, clearly. The respected British magazine, New Scientist, commented, “If H5N1 does mutate, it is unclear if vaccines developed now would still work against a pandemic strain. Manufacturers could tailor a new vaccine to that strain, but current production methods take months.”14

The magazine noted that research on the Sanofi vaccine was conducted by the National Institutes of Health as part of the US Government’s efforts to prepare for a flu pandemic. The salient question is whether they prepare “for a flu pandemic” or whether they prepare a flu pandemic. Why is the US Government spending hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars to stockpile this H5N1 vaccine which likely would not work against such a pandemic outbreak?

On July 2, 2008, the London Daily Telegraph newspaper reported, “Three Polish doctors and six nurses are facing criminal prosecution after a number of homeless people died following medical trials for a vaccine to the H5N1 bird-flu virus.”15

The report added that the medical staff, from the northern town of Grudziadz, were being investigated over medical trials on as many as 350 homeless and poor people last year, which prosecutors say involved an untried vaccine to the highly-contagious virus. Authorities claim that the alleged victims received £3 to be tested with what they thought was a conventional flu vaccine but, according to investigators, was actually an anti bird-flu drug. The director of a Grudziadz homeless centre, Mieczyslaw Waclawski, told a Polish newspaper that last year, 21 people from his center died, a figure well above the average of about eight.

The Polish report did not specify if it was the vaccine being developed under contract to the US Government Department of Homeland Security by Sanofi-Pasteur. However, it is known that Sanofi-Pasteur has been producing large quantities of such a vaccine at a factory they have in China.

Dr. Laibow reports that the “Pandemic Avian Flu Vaccine” was scheduled to be delivered to the United States this month by the French vaccine maker, Sanofi Pasteur, from a facility they own in China, where it is being produced. The US Government issued its “Vaccine” allocation plan in July. Laibow fears that a most sinister scenario of a deliberate release of Avian Flu pathogens on the population that could activate martial law and forced vaccination with resulting deaths in the millions could be imminent. Spanish Flu virus revived by Pentagon

In 2003 US Army scientists created “Spanish Flu” virus in the laboratory. According to a report at the time by the watchdog group, The Sunshine Project, which monitors biological and chemical weapons research of the United States Government issued a statement that “The ‘Spanish Flu’ influenza virus that killed 20-40 million people in 1918 is currently under reconstruction. Several genes of the extraordinarily lethal 1918 flu virus have been isolated and introduced into contemporary flu strains. These proved to be lethal for mice, while virus constructs with genes from a current flu virus types had hardly any effect. These experiments may easily be abused for military purposes, but provide little benefit from a medical or public health point of view.”

They continued, “The 1918 Spanish Flu was highly infectious and – in comparison to contemporary flu viruses – killed a very high percentage of those infected, including many younger people. The Spanish Flu alone caused the median life expectancy in the US in 1918 to drop by 10 years. Hence, flu viruses are perceived today as a serious biological warfare threat. Just two weeks ago, a 15 million dollar research grant was awarded in the US to develop protective measures especially against a bioterrorist attack with flu viruses.”

The statement added, “Despite the very dangerous nature of the 1918 virus, efforts to reconstruct it started in the mid 1990s, when Dr. Jeffrey Taubenberger from the US Armed Forces Institute of Pathology in Washington DC succeeded in recovering and sequencing fragments of the viral RNA from preserved tissues of 1918 victims. In the current issue of the scientific journal Emerging Infectious Diseases new genetic details of the 1918 flu virus will be published.”

Most ominously, they report, “But after (partially) unravelling the genetic sequence of the virus, the scientists went a step further and began bringing the Spanish Flu back to life. Unnoticed by the public, they succeeded in creating a live virus containing two 1918 genes that proved to be very lethal in animal experiments. This experiment is only one genetic step away from taking the 1918 monster entirely out of the bottle.”16

They conclude, “A resurrection of the Spanish flu is neither necessary nor warranted from a public health point of view. Allegedly, the recent experiments sought to test the efficacy of existing antiviral drugs on the 1918 construct. But there is little need for antiviral drugs against the 1918 strain if the 1918 strain had not been recreated in the first place. It simply does not make any scientific sense to create a new threat just to develop new countermeasures against it,” says Jan van Aken, biologist with the Sunshine Project, “Genetic characterization of influenza strains has important biomedical applications. But it is not justified to recreate this particularly dangerous eradicated strain that could wreak havoc if released, deliberately or accidentally.”17

Let us sincerely hope not, but as Prof. Stephen Block, Stanford University biophysicist with years of experience in classified Pentagon and US Government biological research remarked in another context, “We’re tempted to say that nobody in their right mind would ever use these things.” Block added, “But not everybody is in their right mind…”18

Sanofi Pasteur delivers H5N1 vaccine

On April 28 of this year in an official Press Release from Sanofi Pasteur US headquarters in Swiftwater, Pennsylvania and Lyon, France, the company stated, “Sanofi Pasteur, the vaccines division of Sanofi-Aventis Group, announced today that
the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has accepted H5NI bulk vaccine antigen to produce approximately 38.5 million doses of vaccine to protect against a new strain of avian influenza. Sanofi Pasteur has a multi-year contract with HHS as part of its pandemic program, and will receive a payment of $192.5 million booked in the second quarter of 2008 for acceptance of the bulk vaccine lot."19

Then, on June 16 of this year, Sanofi Pasteur issued the following release announcing that it will, "donate 60 million doses of H5NI vaccine to the World Health Organization (WHO) over 3 years for the establishment of an H5NI vaccine global stockpile."

The President and CEO of Sanofi Pasteur, Wayne Pisano, said in the release, "The H5NI virus is currently circulating in some of the poorest regions of the world and an outbreak of pandemic influenza would most likely hit populations living in areas with limited access to vaccines. This donation of H5NI vaccine aims to address the needs of those most vulnerable populations. In addition to supporting the efforts of governments," Pisano added, "it is essential that industry collaborates with international organizations such as WHO, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and other global health players. This is the best way to build a stockpile of vaccines for developing nations, ready to be deployed on the ground in the event of a pandemic flu outbreak."20

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, in addition to being a financial supporter of the so-called Doomsday Seed Vault in the Arctic, has dedicated its foundation billions to support population control especially in Africa. Among other projects they, as well as the Rockefeller Foundation, are financing The Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa, whose head is former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. 21

As the world's leading influenza vaccine manufacturer, Sanofi Pasteur produces approximately half of the influenza vaccine distributed worldwide. In the US it produced more than 40 percent of the influenza vaccine distributed for the 2007-2008 influenza season. The fact that the US Government has revived the 1918 Spanish Flu virus to make "tests" indicates that anything is possible. There are in this world some people not in their "right mind." God forbid if it is so in this instance.

F. William Engdahl is author of Seeds of Destruction: the Hidden Agenda of Genetic Manipulation. He may be contacted through his website, www.engdahl.oilgeopolitics.net, (see details on William engdahl's book below)

Notes
1 Alfred W. Crosby, America's Forgotten Pandemic: The Influenza of 1918, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp.207-8. The Spanish Influenza was unusual in that it struck infants as well as elderly. Crosby described its effects: "a disease that turned people the color of wet ashes and drowned them in the fluids of their own bodies and inspired names like the 'purple death.'"
2 Rima E. Laibow, M.D., Weaponized Avian Flu Intelligence Report, in http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=742
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
6 GRAIN, Food Flows: The Poultry Industry's Central Role in the Bird Flu Crisis, http://www.grain.org/go/birdflu, February 2006. In their report they note, "The transformation of poultry production in Asia in recent decades is staggering. In the Southeast Asian countries where most of the bird flu outbreaks are concentrated—Thailand, Indonesia, and Viet Nam—production jumped eightfold in just 30 years, from around 300,000 metric tonnes (mt) of chicken meat in 1971 to 2,440,000 mt in 2001. China's production of chicken tripled during the 1990s to over 9 million metric tons per year." (Cited in Engdahl, Op. Cit., p. 288).
7 As well, a report by a Canadian organization, Beyond Factory Farming, described the transmission likely pathways from the giant industrialized chicken centers: "In Thailand, China and Vietnam there is a highly developed industrial poultry industry which has expanded dramatically in the past decade. The large poultry companies raise millions of birds, hatch chicks to supply other intensive poultry operations, export live birds and eggs to countries such as Nigeria (where the first Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza outbreak in Africa was recently reported) and produce and export feed which often includes "litter" (i.e., manure) in the ingredients. [...]"
9 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
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